The effect of salts on the solvent-induced interactions between hydrophobic particles dispersed in explicit aqueous solution is investigated as a function of the salt's ionic charge density by molecular dynamics simulations. We demonstrate that aggregates of the hydrophobic particles can be formed or dissolved in response to changes in the charge density of the ions. Ions with high charge density increase the propensity of the hydrophobic particles to aggregate. This corresponds to stronger hydrophobic interactions and a decrease in the solubility (salting-out) of the hydrophobic particles. Ions with low charge density can either increase or decrease the propensity for aggregation depending on whether the concentration of the salt is low or high, respectively. At low concentrations of low charge density ions, the aggregate forms a "micelle-like" structure in which the ions are preferentially adsorbed at the surface of the aggregate. These "micelle-like" structures can be soluble in water so that the electrolyte can both increase the solubility and increase aggregation at the same time. We also find, that at the concentration of the hydrophobic particles studied (∼0.75 m), the aggregation process resembles a first-order transition in finite systems.
I. Introduction
Solvent-induced interactions between nonelectrolytes are greatly influenced by the type of salt dissolved in the aqueous solution. This has many implications in a wide range of biological, medical, and chemical phenomena. For example, the solubility of proteins (cf. Hofmeister series 1 ), phase boundaries of micellar solutions, catalytic activity of enzymes, cloud points of nonionic surfactants, protein-DNA interactions, and polymer swelling are all sensitive to the kind of salt present in solution. 2, 3 Experimental measurements of the solubility of small nonpolar solutes (argon, nitrogen, oxygen, methane, etc.) indicate that, in most cases, the hydrophobic interaction is enhanced by the addition of salts. [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] The degree of enhancement (which is different for different salts) is expressed by a decrease in the solubility, or "salting-out", of the hydrophobic particles in salt solutions relative to that in pure water. Consequently, ions can be ranked according to their ability to salt-out a certain type of solute. In general, salting-out increases as the charge density of the ions increases. 5, 9, 10 This relationship becomes significant at moderate salt concentrations (0.1-1 M) and is stronger for anions than for cations. For small nonpolar solutes, an increase of the solubility in the salt solution relative to that in pure water (salting-in) is observed only for very large ions. 4, 5, 7, 11 However, salting-in behavior is enhanced for larger and/or polar solutes. 10, [12] [13] [14] [15] For more than a century many mechanisms have been proposed to explain the effect of electrolytes on the properties of nonelectrolytes in aqueous solution. The first explanation ascribed the effect to the ability of the salts to absorb water. 1 In this picture salting-out can be explained by assuming that some of the water molecules are attached to the electrolyte ions and are thereby removed from their role as solvent molecules.
Other models related the size of volume contractions, which generally take place on mixing salt and water, to the degree of salting-out. 10, 16, 17 In a different approach, Debye and McAulay 18 represented the solvent and the nonelectrolyte solute as continuous media whose interactions with the ions are determined by the macroscopic dielectric constant. As a result of the electric field existing around the ions, the component in the solution of higher dielectric constant is pulled preferentially into the field and the one with lower dielectric constant is forced out. Since the dielectric constant of water is normally higher than that of other neutral media, there is an increase of the water molecules around the ions while the less polar neutral component tends to concentrate in the low-field regions of the ions. Thus, a reduction of the solubility of the nonelectrolyte is due to the increase of the nonelectrolyte-to-water ratio in those regions of the solution containing the nonelectrolyte. The success of all these models is limited to the prediction of the relative effectiveness of the ions as salting-out agents; however, they fail to account, even qualitatively, for a number of experimental observations, such as the salting-in behavior by salts that cause volume contraction when dissolved in water or the salting-in of solutes with dielectric constant lower than that of water. The major obstacle to theoretical work arises from a complex indirect influence of the salt on the solvent-mediated interaction between the nonelectrolytes. The complexity of the indirect induced interactions is made evident, for example, by the fact that the same electrolyte can cause salting-in for one solute but saltingout for another solute. 10 Solute solubility is often linearly proportional to the electrolyte concentration and can be represented empirically by the Setschenow equation, 19 log(S 0 /S) ) K s C s , where S 0 and S are the solubilities of the nonelectrolyte molecule in pure water and in the ionic solution, respectively, C s is the concentration of the electrolyte, and K s is the salting (or Setschenow) coefficient. K s is positive for salting-out electrolytes and negative for salting-in electrolytes. The Setschenow equation holds in general up to relatively high concentrations (1-4 M). However, for some salts at high concentrations the relation is far from linear. 4, 15, 20 In some cases, it is found that the salting coefficient can change sign from negative to positive, i.e., the solubility passes through a minimum, with increasing the electrolyte or cosolute concentration. 14, 21, 22 Previous computer simulations that investigated the effect of salt on hydrophobic particles were done by calculating radial distribution functions, 23,24 relative hydration free energies (excess chemical potentials), [25] [26] [27] [28] and potentials of mean force. 29 Values of the excess chemical potential were found, in most cases, to increase in the salt solution relative to pure water.
In this paper we perform Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations to investigate the tendency of Lennard-Jones (LJ) particles to aggregate as a function of the ionic strength of the salt solution. We find that in salts with high charge density ions, the propensity for aggregation of the LJ particles increases as the ionic charges increase. Thus, increasing the ionic charge density strengthens the hydrophobic interaction and increases salting-out. The effect induced by low charge density ions depends on their concentration. When the concentration of the salt is high, low charge density ions weaken aggregation and are likely to increase the solubility of the LJ particles. However, at low salt (or cosolute) concentrations, low charge density ions increase the propensity of the hydrophobic particles to aggregate by preferentially binding to the surface of the aggregate. The structure of the aggregate formed resembles that of a micelle. Nevertheless, it is not clear whether the formation of the "micelle-like" structure will cause salting-in or salting-out. This behavior induced by low ionic charges is in agreement with experimental results on the hydrophobic self-association of tertbutyl alcohol in aqueous solution as a function of urea concentration. 30 The distinction between high and low charge density ions is related to the strength of the ion-water interaction. High (low) charge density ions bind water more strongly (weakly) than water binds to itself in bulk water. 31 
II. Methods
The system modeled in this study consists of 18 nonpolar (hydrophobic) LJ particles, dispersed in aqueous salt solutions. The LJ parameters of the hydrophobic particles were taken to be σ ljp ) 0.50 nm and ljp ) 1.00 kJ/mol. These values are larger and smaller, respectively, by approximately 30% than those of the methane molecule. The number of water molecules in the absence of salt was 1229. Salt was introduced by randomly replacing 48 water molecules by 24 cations and 24 anions. The LJ parameters of the ions were taken to be the same as those of the hydrophobic particles. To represent salts with different ionic strength, the magnitude of the cations and anions charges were varied, simultaneously, from 0.20 to 1.75 e, so that the solutions were always electrically neutral. [In this study, the variation of the charge density of the ions was accomplished by changing the charge, which assumes noninteger values, at constant diameter of the ions. Of course, in nature the charge of the ions can only be a whole number while the diameter of the ions can vary in a more continuous way.] The masses of the ions and each of the solute particles were taken to be 40.0 amu. The salt concentrations for all solutions were fixed at 1.0 m, but in molarity varied in the range 0.90-1.0 M due to variations in the volume of the solutions. In addition to the simulations at fixed salt concentration, where the charge density of the ions varied, simulations with varying salt concentrations at fixed cationic and anionic charges, of |q|)0.50 e, were also conducted with 18 and 27 LJ particles.
The MD computer simulations were preformed with the GROMACS package version 3.2.1. 32 The time step used for integrating Newton's equations of motion was 0.002 ps. To maintain the system at a constant temperature of 300 K, a Berendsen thermostat was applied, using a coupling time of 0.1 ps. 33 The system was also coupled to a barostat with a pressure of 1.0 bar, a coupling time of 1.0 ps, and an isothermal compressibility of 1 × 10 -5 bar -1 . 33 The evaluation of the electrostatic forces was performed by using the Particle-Mesh Ewald method (with grid spacing of 0.12 nm and quadratic interpolation). The evaluation of the LJ interactions was performed with a twin range cutoff of 1.0 and 1.4 nm. Interactions within the shorter cutoff were updated every step while longer range interactions were updated every 5 steps. The LJ interactions between different particles were computed by the arithmetic combination rule. Water molecules were represented by the SPC/E model. 34 Their bond distances and angle were constrained by using the SETTLE algorithm. 35 The equilibration stage of all the simulations was for 6.0 ns and the data collection stage for 40.0 ns. The pair potential of mean force of the hydrophobic particles, w(r), was determined from their pair distribution function, g(r), via the relationship w(r) ) -RT ln[g(r)]. As a measure for the degree of aggregation, the size of the clusters formed by the LJ particles was calculated. Two LJ particles were considered to belong to the same cluster if the distance between them was smaller than 0.80 nm, which is the distance of the first minimum in their radial distribution function.
III. Results and Discussion
The pair correlation function, g(r), of the 18 LJ particles solvated in salt solutions, at a concentration of 1.0 m, with ionic charges in the range 0.50 e |q| e 1.50, as well as in pure water, is plotted in Figure 1a . The magnitude of the first peak of g(r) is lowest when no ions are present in the solution. In this case, g(r) f 1 for r > 1.1 nm, indicating a random distribution of the hydrophobic particles at these interparticle distances. Random distribution of the hydrophobic particles at large distances is also observed for salt solutions with ionic charges of |q| ) 0.75 and 1.15 e. However, as the charge density of the ions decreases below |q| ) 0.75 e or increases above |q| ) 1.15 e, the magnitude of the first peak increases dramatically and the values of g(r) decrease (below the value of 1) as the interparticle distance increases. The corresponding pair potentials of mean force, w(r), are shown in Figure 1b . Note that since the aggregate is finite and the simulation sample is small, the absolute value of w(r) cannot be properly obtained. Therefore, the curves for w(r) were shifted such that at the largest distance (r ) 1.684 nm) their values were zero. For pure water and for salt solutions with |q| ) 0.75, 1.15 e, g(r) f 1 and w(r) f 0 at large distances. This indicates that the mean force acting between two LJ particles, in the presence of 16 other LJ particles, is zero at large distances, suggesting that the LJ particles are dispersed in these solutions. In contrast, w(r) for |q| ) 0.50, 0.60, 1.20, and 1.50 e has a gradient at large values of r, indicating an attractive force that acts between two LJ particles (in the presence of 16 other particles). Such a force acts to bring all the LJ particles together to form a large cluster (aggregate). As the ionic charges decrease below |q| ) 0.75 e, or increase above |q| ) 1.15 e, the tendency of the particles to form a cluster increases as indicated by the magnitude of the gradient at large distances and by the depth of the first minimum in the curves of w(r).
The tendency of the LJ particles to aggregate was also measured by their potential energy values. In Figure 2 Figure 1 for fewer salt solutions) . The data show that the potential energy for all values of q is lower than that of pure water, therefore, again indicating only an increase in the
increases is observed. The increase in the tendency for aggregation observed in the simulation for this range of ionic charges is directly related to a decrease in the solubility (salting-out) of nonelectrolytes measured by experiments. In particular, lower solubilities are measured when the ionic strength of the solution increases. 1, 5, 9, 10 This behavior is also related to the trend observed in the ranking of the efficiency of ions to increase the stability of proteins native structure. 2 It is likely that the mechanism of strengthening the hydrophobic interactions in this range of ionic charges is due to the fact that the ions are preferentially excluded from the vicinity of the hydrophobic particles and at the same time they are tightly bound to water (see Figure 4 for some physical evidence for this proposed explanation). Therefore, the number of water molecules available for solvating the hydrophobic particles decreases. Salt solutions with ionic charges 0.75 e |q| < 1.10 e do not alter much the tendency of the LJ particles to aggregate relative to pure water. The strength of the interactions of these ions with water is similar to the strength of the water-water interactions. However, for lower charge density ions, 0.50 e |q| e 0.75 e, there is an increase in the propensity for aggregation with decreasing charge density of the ions (a behavior that was also shown in Figure 1 ). In this range of ionic charges there is a preferential adsorption of the ions on to the surface of the LJ aggregate (see below), forming a "micellelike" structure where the hydrophobic particles are buried inside. Depending on the concentrations of the hydrophobic particles and the ions, it is possible that several of these "micelle-like" aggregates will be dispersed in solution and stable with respect to the formation of an insoluble phase. In this case, the hydrophobic particles can exhibit an increased solubility relative to pure water (salting-in) because of "micellization". On the other hand, if the concentration of the ions (cosolutes) is small enough relative to the concentration needed to stabilize the surfaces of these aggregates, but still large enough to stabilize the interface that forms upon phase separation, it is possible that the solubility of the hydrophobic particles (relative to pure water) will decrease (salting-out). In both cases, the low charge density ions act as "surfactants" by reducing the surface tension of the interface between the aqueous solution and the hydrophobic particles. From the series of simulations performed in this study, it is not possible to determine the trend in the solubility of the hydrophobic particles when they aggregate with the formation of a "micelle-like" structure. Note that the low charge density ions in this study have fractional elementary charge and form a diffusive double layer around the aggregate. Therefore, the effect induced by these ions may be similar to the effect caused by neutral polar molecules that are added as cosolute to the aqueous solution. As the ionic charge decreases further, 0.20 e |q| < 0.50 e, there is a decrease in the attractions between the LJ particles. This is because the ions become so similar to the LJ particles that they penetrate the insoluble cluster (breaking the "micelle-like" structure) rendering the interparticle distances between the nonelectrolyte solute larger. By inspecting instantanous configurations we observed that the trajectory for |q| ) 0.40 e contained cases where the "micelle-like" aggregate extended throughout the simulation box due to the application of periodic boundary conditions. 36, 37 The number of these cases increases as |q| decreases.
Note that the propensity for aggregation decreases with increasing ionic charge in the range 1.50 e q e 1.75 e. This is due to a transition in the distribution of the ions that occurs for ions with high charge density. In this case, the ions form heterogeneous regions of high and low salt concentration, a phenomenon that has been observed in computer simulations of aqueous solution of ammonium sulfate 26 and in NMR experiments. 38 Instantaneous configurations of the simulation box for salts with |q| ) 0.50, 1.00, and 1.50 e are displayed in Figure 3 . The high propensity for aggregation of the LJ particles when ions with |q| ) 0.50 or 1.50 e are present in solution is clearly evident by the large LJ cluster formed, while ions with |q| ) 1.00 e yield a solution where the LJ particles are highly dispersed, as they are when no ions are present in the solution (no figure is shown for this latter case). Ions with |q| ) 0.50 e are attracted to the cluster while the ions with |q| ) 1.50 e are depleted from it. This is better seen in Figure 4 where the pair correlation functions between the hydrophobic particles and the cations as well as with the anions are plotted. Strong adsorption and strong depletion of the ions from the surface of the hydrophobic cluster is evident for ionic charge of |q| ) 0.50 and 1.50 e, respectively. For the former case there is an excess of negative charge at the aggregate-solution interface, while for the latter case there is a slight excess of positive charge at the aggregate solution interface. Adsorption of negative ions at the water-hydrophobic interface is observed experimentally by measurements of the surface potential at the air-water interface of aqueous solution of electrolytes with comparable size of anions and cations. 39 The negative surface potential at the air-water interface is due to the asymmetry of the charge distribution (quadrupole moment) of the water molecule. 40 Note that from a thermodynamic point of view, the change of the chemical potential of a dissolved macromolecule upon the addition of cosolute to the solution is related to the preferential binding of the cosolute to the macromolecule. [41] [42] [43] [44] It is likely that the chemical potential of the aggregate is related to preferential binding or exclusion of the ions. Nevertheless, the propensity of the LJ particles to aggregate is clearly not a simple function of preferential binding or exclusion.
The aggregate is not static and is in equilibrium with other aggregates of different sizes. In Figure 5 the probabilities (normalized to one) of observing clusters with different sizes are plotted for few salt solutions and for pure water. For |q| ) 1.00 e and for pure water the majority of the clusters consist of either 1 or 2 particles and there is a rapid drop off of the probabilities with increasing cluster size. On the other hand, for ions with |q| ) 0.50 and 1.50 e the majority of the clusters are of size in the range of 16-18 particles. There is also a small probability to find clusters of 1 or 2 particles. The transition region (|q| ) 0.60 and 1.25 e) from solutions where the LJ particles are highly dispersed to solutions where they form large aggregates is characterized by a bimodal distribution where the probability of clusters with intermediate size is very small, suggesting that the aggregation process induced in this finite system has the characteristics of an incipient first-order phase transition. During the time period of the simulations (40 ns) we observe 4-9 transitions between the aggregated state (cluster with 16-18 particles) and the dispersed state (cluster(s) with maximum size of 2-3 particles) for salt solutions with charge densities around the transition points. NMR studies of the effect of urea on the hydrophobic selfassociation of tert-butyl alcohol in aqueous solutions showed that low urea concentrations enhance the hydrophobic selfassociation. However, at higher urea concentrations a destabilization of the hydrophobic interaction is observed. 30 With low tert-butyl alcohol (solute) concentrations this enhancement effect reached a pronounced maximum. No explanation has been offered to account for these results. As we noted before, polar neutral molecules that are added as cosolute to the solution may behave similarly to our model for salts with low ionic charges. We performed additional simulations to investigate the selfassociation of the hydrophobic particles in salt solution with ionic charge of |q| ) 0.50 e. Two separate series of simulations with 18 and 27 LJ particles were performed, corresponding respectively to dispersed and aggregated assembly of particles in pure water. Figure 6 displays the potential energy (per particle) of the hydrophobic particles (a measure to their tendency to self-associate) as a function of the salt concentration. In both cases, a maximum in the propensity to self-associate is observed as the concentration of the salt (cosolute) increases. At low cosolute concentration there is an increase in the tendency for aggregation since these ions of low charge are particles with hydrophobic character, their presence in solution acts as if the concentration of the solute (hydrophobic particles and low charge ions) increases. The increase in the concentration of "hydrophobic particles" should allow them to nucleate and to form stable aggregate or phase separate. As observed in the experiment, 30 the enhancement of the tendency for aggregation, by the hydrophobic interactions, is stronger for the lower concentration of the hydrophobic particles. With further increase in the cosolute (salt) concentration a decrease in the propensity of the hydrophobic particles to aggregate is observed and is probably due to a decrease in the dielectric properties of the electrolyte-water matrix so the hydrophobic particles are more soluble in this medium. This occurs when the amount of the cosolute is large enough to act as a cosolVent in which the solute can be dissolved. The situation we observed for very low charge density ions 0.20 e q e 0.40 we also observe for very high concentrations (for the 18 LJ particles system above a salt concentration of 2.1 M and for the 27 LJ particle system above a salt concentration of 1.5 M). For these high concentrations, the complex of LJ particle and ions can extend over the entire simulation box due to the periodic boundary condition with irregular shapes of cylinders or sheets. 36,37 Figure 6 displays an example of such a configuration.
The solubility of hydrophobic particles in aqueous solution as a function of cosolute concentration with weaker interaction to water than the water-water interaction can be complex. This is seen in experimental measurements of the solubility of argon in an aqueous solution of ethanol, 21 tert-butyl alcohol, 22 pdioxane, 45 ethyleneglycol, 46 and glycine in an aqueous solution of alkali bromide salts. 14 In these studies, the observed solubility as a function of the cosolute (electrolyte) mole fraction displayed a minimum, and in some cases an additional maximum, at low cosolute concentrations. Although our simulation results cannot be directly compared to these experimental studies, they can provide qualitative explanations for the complex solubility measurements observed for small hydrophobic particles.
Micelles, vesicles, and bilayers are built by amphiphilic molecules with polar headgroups and hydrophobic tails (e.g., phospholipids). The function of the headgroup is to stabilize the structure in which there is aggregation of the hydrophobic segments. The results obtained from our simulations with low charge density ions (where, for example, the association of the LJ particles is stronger in a salt solution with |q| ) 0.5 than 0.6) suggest that, in addition, the magnitude of the hydrophobic interactions between the tails is sensitive to the charge density of the headgroup of the amphiphile. This raises an intriguing question of whether this effect plays a role in the variations in the chain-melting temperature of lipid bilayers with different headgroups measured experimentally. 47 The stronger the hydration free energy of the headgroup the lower the chain-melting temperature of the membrane.
IV. Conclusions
In this work we studied the effect of the charge density of ions in aqueous salt solution on the propensity of hydrophobic particles to aggregate. A systematic variation in the charge density of the ions was performed by changing the charge at constant ionic diameter. The choice of taking equal anionic and cationic diameters restricts the maximum and minimum salt ionic charges we could consider. If the charge is too large or too small the ions are not dispersed in solution and form aggregates. This effect is evident experimentally by measurements of the solubility of simple inorganic salts. Large cations with small anions, or vice versa, give highly soluble salts whereas salts containing cations with size comparable to the size of the anions will tend to pair (because they interact strongly with each other) and form salts with moderate to low solubility. 48 Although the number of variables we changed in this study was limited, we demonstrated that the ionic strength of aqueous solutions strongly affects the magnitude of the hydrophobic interaction. This was observed by changes in the propensity of the hydrophobic particles to aggregate or disperse in different salt solutions. We made the following observations:
Salts with sufficiently high charge density ions increase the propensity for the hydrophobic particles to aggregate, and this propensity increases with ionic charge density.
Salts with low charge density ions also can increase the tendency for hydrophobic aggregation. In this case, the ions are preferentially bound to the surface of the cluster of hydrophobic particles forming a "micelle-like" structure. This aggregate is stable at low salt (cosolute) concentrations. However, with increasing salt (cosolute) concentration the hydrophobic particles become disspersed rather than aggregated.
The propensity of the hydrophobic particles to aggregate is clearly not a monotonic function of the preferential binding [42] [43] [44] (or exclusion) of the ions from the hydrophobic particles, as has been suggested in the literature. [41] [42] [43] [44] 
